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Abstract

The common distributed video coding (DVC) systems treat input video frames group by group. In each group of
pictures (GOP), usually the first frame, called key frame, is intra-coded and the others are Wyner-Ziv (WZ)-coded. This
GOP coding structure presents a fixed and inefficient coding mode switch (key or WZ) at group boundaries, thus
preventing a DVC system from adapting the rate-distortion (R-D) performance to varying video content. In this
work, a structure of temporal group of blocks (TGOB) with dynamic coding mode (key/WZ) decision is presented.
This dynamic TGOB coding architecture determines each image block to be a key block or a WZ block based on
spatiotemporal image analysis, resulting in a mode switch of fine granularity in both the spatial and temporal domains.
As a consequence, not only the overall coding efficiency is improved, but also the temporal flickering artifacts for the
reconstructed video are reduced substantially. Experimental results show that our proposed DVC scheme with block
mode decision achieves up to 2.85 dB of quality gain and also up to 51% of temporal flickering reduction, compared to
the well-known DISCOVER system.
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1 Introduction
In the past, the development of video coding techniques
aimed at the broadcasting applications (i.e., one trans-
mitter and a plurality of receivers). Hence, a fast and
low-cost design of a video decoder at the receiver part is
emphasized. This implies that the encoder at the broad-
cast transmitter, which is in charge of the coding effi-
ciency, might be subject to high computing complexity.
However, this heavy-encoder light-decoder architecture
is inappropriate for emerging applications, such as video
surveillance systems or wireless sensor networks, where
distributed video sensors are responsible for collecting
video information there around and transferring them to
a centralized controller. In those cases, the requirement
of designing a low-complexity video encoder and a high-
complexity video decoder overthrows the traditional
concept. This encourages the development of distributed
video coding (DVC) [1] that is based on the famous
Slepian-Wolf (SW) [2] and Wyner-Ziv (WZ) [3] theorems.
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The principal idea behind DVC is to encode correlated
sources X and Y separately, while to decode them jointly
with a decoded source (denoted as Ŷ) being probably proc-
essed and then considered in decoding the other source
(i.e., X) as the side information (denoted as X′). The de-
coder for the source X differs from the traditional one
(e.g., H.264/AVC video decoder) in an aspect that X is
channel-coded and parity bit information of X is trans-
mitted to the receiver for error decoding with the side
information X′. In this way, the dominant computational
loading is shifted from the encoder to the decoder. Al-
though many applications of distributed source coding
(DSC) seem practical, most DVC systems suffer from
degraded coding efficiency compared to H.264/AVC.
Currently, many researches are devoted to improving the
coding performance of DVC systems. For example, to ful-
fill WZ decoding, a statistical correlation noise modeling
(CNM) [4], also considered as a virtual channel, is pro-
posed to describe the dependency between a source and
its side information in WZ coding. A DVC decoder usu-
ally contains a function module to generate side informa-
tion of X from the other decoded source Ŷ. Basically, the
efficiency of WZ coding is dominated by the accuracy of
both the generated side information and the CNM. The
pen access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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more accurate these two estimates are, the fewer parity bits
are needed to reconstruct X and better rate-distortion
(R-D) performance can be achieved. Many research works
are dedicated to generate accurate side information. The
motion-compensated temporal interpolation (MCTI) [5,6]
is a sophisticated technique to produce the side informa-
tion at the DVC decoder, and it would result in a reduced
amount of parity information requested by the decoder
through a feedback channel. Moreover, an improved fusion
of global and local side information at the decoder side is
also proposed in [7]. The review of several important side
information generation methods can be found in [8]. Add-
itionally, new applications of DVC in [9,10] are inspired
with these investigations.
Typically, WZ coding is mainly realized by channel codes

with capacity near the Shannon limit such as turbo codes
[11,12] and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [13]. In
a practical DVC codec, the structure of channel codes
needs to be adapted to the varying statistics in the CNM.
The first work about LDPC-based rate-adaptive codes
which can be utilized in DSC is the construction of low-
density parity-check accumulate (LDPCA) codes [14], in
which a number of accumulated bits is sent to the decoder
to accomplish the WZ decoding according to varying cor-
relation noises. The corresponding LDPC-based systems
outperform the turbo-based schemes in terms of compres-
sion performance. However, several techniques, consider-
ing flexibility and granularity of coding units (e.g., a hybrid
block-frequency architecture [15]), implement WZ coding
with block-based turbo codes. This work, though adopting
the LDPCA code which has been used in many frame-
based DVC schemes, however, determines coding modes
on block basis (instead of frame basis). This is advanta-
geous for maintaining good coding performance on one
hand and reducing flickering artifact on the other hand,
which will be discussed later in this paper.
Generally, the encoder lacks a priori knowledge about

the number of parity bits required at the decoder to re-
construct X. Hence, parity bits are generated in batches,
partitioned into packets, and stored in encoder buffers.
Based on the side information X′ generated from Ŷ, the
decoder requests parity bits packet by packet via a feed-
back channel until the success of channel decoding of
X. This indicates a delay, and channel decoding is per-
formed iteratively with newly requested parity bits. Such
procedures inevitably result in a huge computing load at
the decoder. Several works suggest realizing bit rate esti-
mation at the encoder [16-19]. A rate estimation based
on the residue between the current frame and the side
information is proposed [16], where the parity bits are
allocated dynamically according to the motion activity.
An entropy-based encoder rate estimation in transform
domain is also proposed [17], where the Laplacian correl-
ation model is used to estimate the entropy. Robustness of
the rate estimation is improved by the use of an error
detection method based on cyclic redundancy checksum
(CRC).
Temporal smoothness plays an important role for the

human visual system in evaluating visual quality of a
video. A decoded video sequence with lower flicker is
more preferable, whether for distributed or conventional
video coding systems. Existing DVC systems [18,19] mostly
divide the whole video sequence into predefined groups of
pictures (GOPs) for encoding, where the GOP size is fixed
and frames in a GOP are organized as one intra-coded
key frame (denoted as KF) followed by others which are
WZ-coded. In general, KFs are intra-encoded based on
a MPEG- or H.264/AVC-like standard, and WZ frames
(denoted as WZFs) are based on channel coding tech-
niques (e.g., LDPCA or turbo codes). To reconstruct WZFs
at the decoder, decoded KFs act as the sources for side in-
formation generation (via, e.g., interpolation techniques).
In general, temporal correlation between consecutive
frames may be substantially high for static scenes and low
for dynamic ones. Fixed and improper selection of the
coding modes (KF or WZF) in a sequence incurs not only
temporal flickering artifacts, but also degradation of the
coding efficiency. Thus, the frame-based DVC schemes
usually suffer from noticeable temporal fluctuation due
to image quality unbalance caused by different coding
methods between KFs and WZFs. Traditional KF/WZF
coding schemes also cannot adapt to frames of varying
content. Therefore, the fixed GOP structure is not nimble
for varying video content, and an adaptive framework to
overcome the above shortcoming is imperative. To deal
with this situation, block-based, instead of traditional
frame-based, WZ video coding schemes are proposed
[20,21]. In our preliminary work on a pixel-domain DVC
system [21], each block in a frame is categorized into a
key block (denoted as KB) or a WZ block (denoted as
WZB) after taking into consideration its temporal and
spatial statistics. A better coding performance com-
pared to conventional frame-based DVC schemes can be
achieved, owing to the dynamically spatial key block deci-
sion adapting to varying content in each frame. Another
advantage is to provide enhanced temporal consistency
owing to the dynamically temporal key block decision
adapting to varying content along the sequence. That is,
finer granularities in both the spatial and temporal direc-
tions can be achieved in determining the coding modes. In
this paper, the prior DVC scheme with block mode deci-
sion is further extended to the transform domain, which
ensures better temporal consistency and hence further im-
proves visual experience during the playback of the recon-
structed video. Some comparisons with the distributed
coding for video services (DISCOVER) codec [22], as well
as a more complete and rigorous performance analysis of
the proposed scheme, are addressed in this paper.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
overviews DVC systems based on flexible GOP structures
in the literature. Section 3 provides details about the pro-
posed framework which is based on the concept of tem-
poral group of blocks (TGOB). Section 4 presents our
experiment results with comparisons to the DISCOVER
codec [22] in R-D performance and resulting temporal
flickering artifacts. Finally, Section 5 draws a conclusion
and future work.

2 DVC system with flexible GOP structure
In conventional video codecs (e.g., MPEG-X/H.26X/
H.264), a GOP structure is predefined to consist of an
intra-coded frame and several inter-coded frames that
follow. The main advantages of such a GOP structure are
to avoid the propagation of channel errors due to motion
compensation and to offer random access of each distinct
GOP. However, this kind of fixed GOP structure is not
suitable for DVC systems that aim to provide a simple
encoder, where exhaustive exploration of temporal re-
dundancy is not allowed.

2.1 Conventional frame-based DVC scheme
Conventional DVC architectures, as usual, rely on a pre-
defined GOP structure. For example, frames in a video
are organized as I-WZ-I-WZ…, where the GOP size is 2.
Figure 1 presents the architecture of a conventional
transform-domain DVC scheme, where discrete cosine
transform (DCT) is performed block-wisely before quantiz-
ing each WZF. Note that side information generated at the
decoder is also DCT-transformed and then analyzed to pro-
vide the corresponding statistical properties for the channel
decoder and the coefficient reconstructor. Then, WZFs are
finally reconstructed after performing inverse DCT on re-
constructed coefficients. Due to high correlation between
Quantizer
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Figure 1 Architecture of conventional transform-domain DVC scheme
consecutive frames, WZFs are able to be well reconstructed
if reliable side information is available. However, correlation
between consecutive frames is often neither spatially nor
temporally stationary. Hence, a fixed GOP structure will
not be efficient enough in generating accurate side informa-
tion all the time. This implies that the bit rates of required
parity information for WZFs reconstruction will not be
temporally smooth, or the frame reconstruction quality will
not be even at a specified parity bit rate. Several works have
been motivated to adapt the GOP structure to varying
video content. Ascenso et al. [6] proposed a coding scheme
with dynamic GOP structure according to four motion ac-
tivity metrics (i.e., difference of histogram, histogram of dif-
ference, block histogram difference, and block variance
difference) in a frame, by which each frame in a video se-
quence is thus classified into KF or WZF mode. Intuitively,
for high-motion video, the distance (i.e., the GOP size) be-
tween two consecutive KFs should be shorter to keep the
side information accurate, while a larger distance would be
preferred for low-motion video. This flexible GOP structure
can be considered as the temporal granularity in coding
mode selection and is useful for DVC systems to remove
temporal redundancy adaptively and obtain better perform-
ance compared to the architecture with a rigid GOP size.

2.2 Block-based DVC scheme
The frame-based WZ video codec with fixed GOP size
assumes spatially stationary correlation noise statistics
between a WZF and its side information generated by
exploiting nearby KFs. This assumption however degrades
accuracy of the side information for regions of unpredict-
able instances, like active motions and dis-occlusions, hence
resulting in more parity bits required for decoding WZF.
In [23], the GOP coding structure is retained, but intra-

coding is possibly performed for some highly dynamic
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Table 1 Notations of symbols

Notation Definition

UTGOB Predefined upper bound for the length of a TGOB

TD Temporal difference between the current block and
the preceding KB

Tt Threshold of TD

σ2 Spatial variance of a block

Ts Threshold of σ2

D Temporal distance between the current block and
the preceding KB

Mk Number of bit planes selected for transmission of the
DCT coefficients in the kth band

R Residual between a WZB and its corresponding side
information

Α Parameter of Laplacian distribution

QP Quantization parameter for intra-coding

QM Quantization matrix for WZ coding

Dk Deviation of a coefficient from the kth band mean

μk Mean of coefficients in the kth band for all WZBs of
the current frame

σk
2 Variance of coefficients in the kth band for all WZBs

of the current frame
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blocks for non-key frames. Henceforth, block-based en-
coding with mixed modes (intra/WZ) is conducted in
their work. On the other hand, Puri et al. [20] classify
blocks by estimating their temporal correlation noises and
enable different levels of channel coding accordingly. In
contrast to traditional frame-based coding schemes, the
above two methods perform WZ coding (based on, e.g.,
turbo code) locally on the block basis. These, though solv-
ing the problem of spatial non-stationarity, still retain the
problem of low coding efficiency for static regions (e.g.,
backgrounds) in KFs. The mixed block-based intra/inter
mode selection in traditional video coding standards moti-
vates us to explore both temporal and spatial granularity
to further improve the coding efficiency and flickering ar-
tifacts in traditional DVC systems.

3 Proposed framework
In conventional video coding techniques, the compression
performance depends on how temporal and spatial redun-
dancies are removed (i.e., how alike a block is with respect
to a counterpart block in the reference frame). Similarly,
WZ coding efficiency depends on correlation between each
block and its side information. In view of this point, con-
ventional DVC coding architecture is actually not suitable
for providing higher WZ coding efficiency. The reasons are
that most frame contents are only regionally dynamic or
static (except those being incurred due to camera motion
or scene change) and the side information is mostly de-
rived from the previous frame in time. This leads to a lo-
cally varying correlation between each block and its side
information within a WZ frame. According to this obser-
vation, a decision process is proposed here for the encoder
to individually assign each block (instead of a full frame) to
either WZ or intra-coding type based on certain spatial or
temporal properties. In Table 1, several important symbols
used in this paper are noted.

3.1 TGOB structure
The essentials of the proposed framework include spatio-
temporal analysis in a block mode decision (BMD) process
which identifies each 16 × 16 block in a frame as a KB or a
WZB, depending on the test of two image features, called
temporal difference TD and spatial variance σ2:

TDi;j;t ¼
X

m;nð Þ∈Bi;j;t

xt m; nð Þ−xt−d m; nð Þj j; ð1Þ

σ i;j;t
2 ¼ 1

M

X
m;nð Þ∈Bi;j;t

xt m; nð Þj j2− 1
M

X
m;nð Þ∈Bi;j;t

xt m; nð Þ
0
@

1
A

2

;

ð2Þ

where (i, j) indicates the block location, t is the time index,
(m, n) represents a pixel location in the current block Bi,j,t,
xt is the pixel value, M is the number of pixels within a
block, and d is the temporal distance between the current
block and the preceding KB. Two thresholds,Tt and Ts, are
given for TD and σ2, respectively. Blocks with large TD or
small σ2 are identified as KBs for intra-coding, due to the
observation that blocks with higher motion activity or
higher spatial correlation are more suitable for intra-
coding. Note that in our DVC system, side information is
generated by interpolation from two bounding KBs. The
accuracy of interpolation can be guaranteed if these two
bounding KBs are similar in content. Hence, the block
preceding (in time) the one satisfying the TD or σ2 condi-
tion should be intra-coded, too. In view of this concept,
three coding cases are designed in our scheme, including
WZB mode, KB mode, and double-KB instance. The dif-
ference between the latter two cases is that two consecu-
tive co-located blocks in time are assigned as KBs for the
double-KB instance. Consecutive co-located WZBs in
temporal direction, together with the preceding KB, form
a TGOB. The TGOB size is at least 1 (i.e., containing only
a leading KB and no WZBs) and large up to a predefined
upper bound UTGOB to avoid a long delay during side in-
formation generation at the decoder.
To ensure that side information for each WZB is in-

terpolated from two similar KBs, a decision flow of
block modes is proposed as in Figure 2. As illustrated in
Figure 2, if the TD value for the current block is higher
than Tt, the current block and its co-located one in the
previous frame are both identified as KBs (denoted as
KB2 and KB1, respectively, i.e., the double-KB instance).
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Figure 2 Rule of the new BMD process.
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Since a large motion or scene change occurs at KB2
(current block), KB1 (in the previous frame) will be paired
with its preceding KB, while KB2 will be paired with an-
other succeeding KB, both for side information generation.
If TD is not higher than Tt, the current block might be
WZ-coded. However, we have to check whether the
TGOB size achieves the upper bound UTGOB. If yes, a KB
is assigned so that the TGOB size constraint is satisfied
and a long delay is prevented. If not, a test on σ2 is subse-
quently performed. For blocks whose variances σ2 are
small, they are identified as KBs, as mentioned earlier.
Otherwise, a WZB mode is identified. Note that the WZB
mode is assigned if both tests on TD and σ2 in Figure 2
are satisfied and the length bound UTGOB is not achieved.
All the block coding modes (WZB or KB) are recorded as
a block mode map (BMM) for each frame and transmitted
to the decoder for reconstruction guidance.
KBs will be H.264/AVC intra-coded, while WZBs will

be channel-encoded. Each WZB is decoded with the help
of side information generated by bilinear interpolation of
two co-located and reconstructed KBs that precede and
succeed the current WZB, respectively. Different from our
previous work [21], the double-KB instance is newly intro-
duced in this new BMD process and aims at enhancing the
side information quality for WZBs (i.e., ensuring that the
two KBs used for side information generation are similar in
content). Note that the goal of the upper bound for TGOB
size is to avoid a long delay during side information gener-
ation at the decoder. Consequently, the TGOB size will be
small for dynamic regions and large for static content.
To better understand the TGOB structure, Figure 3 il-

lustrates an example of dynamic TGOBs for a sequence
of eight frames, where UTGOB is set to be 4. In this se-
quence, the first and the last frames are all intra-coded.
The (0, 1)th block in frame #3 is identified as KB2
in the double-KB instance, and the co-located block in
frame #2 is forcedly changed to be a KB1 though it is ini-
tially identified as a WZB. Hence, the series of TGOB
sizes at block position (0, 1) is {2, 1, 4, 1}; the side infor-
mation for corresponding WZBs in frame #1 and frames
(#4, #5, #6) are generated from pairs of KBs in frames
(#0, #2) and (#3, #7), respectively.
Fine granularity in both the spatial and temporal do-

mains provides a dynamic switch between WZBs and KBs,
which offers better visual experience in terms of quality
smoothness by reducing fluctuations between consecutive
frames. This will be demonstrated in later sections.

3.2 TGOB-based DVC encoder
Figure 4 shows our DVC codec framework in accord-
ance with the proposed TGOB structure. Two main
components of the encoder are described as follows.

3.2.1 New BMD
The BMM determined based on the decision rules of
Figure 2 is sent to the BMM queue at the DVC decoder.
The load for BMM transmission is light with only 1,485
bits per second (QCIF format at a frame rate of 15 Hz and
16 × 16 block size). The identified KBs are, on one hand,
sent for intra-coding and, on the other hand, replaced with
zero blocks, which are then combined with the quantized
DCT coefficients of WZBs for channel coding. Note that
our DVC system, though performing BMD, still adopts
frame-based LDPCA codes (see next subsection) to pre-
serve its coding efficiency.

3.2.2 LDPCA encoder
A 4 × 4 DCT is applied to each WZB (note that KBs are
replaced with zero blocks for channel encoding) to obtain
DCT coefficients of varying digital frequencies. In a frame,
transform coefficients of the same frequencies are grouped
together to form 16 bands, each of which is encoded inde-
pendently thereafter. Each DCT coefficient of the kth band
is uniformly quantized to obtain a symbol q representing
one of 2Mk levels, where k ∈ {0,1,…15} is the band index
(k = 0 represents the DC band and k = 15 represents the
highest AC frequency) and Mk ∈ {0,1,2,3,…8} denotes the
number of bit planes selected for transmission. Mk
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TGOB = 4

frame #1 frame #2 frame #3 frame #4 frame #5 frame #6

TGOB = 2

frame #7

TGOB = 1
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Figure 3 Illustration of dynamic TGOB structure with U = 4. Shaded blocks represent KBs, and the others are WZBs.
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for each band is selected according to a predefined
quantization matrix (QM) proposed in the DISCOVER
codec [22], and each selected bit plane of each band is
processed by the LDPCA encoder to produce parity bit-
stream which is then stored in an output buffer and par-
tially sent on demand to the decoder in response to the
feedback signal. The QMs are illustrated in Figure 5,
where the number in each entry denotes the quantization
level applied for each band. For example, in QM8, the
DC band has 128 quantization levels and seven bit planes
will be encoded as M0 equals 7. For these matrices, QM8

results in smaller quantization errors and higher bit rates,
while QM1 corresponds to larger quantization errors and
lower bit rates. Note that though the number of identi-
fied WZBs in each frame is varying due to non-stationary
video content, the filled zero blocks for KBs make the in-
put to the LDPCA encoder a fixed size (i.e., full-frame
size). This results in LDPCA inputs of regular size, at a
cost of probable sacrifice in coding efficiency (i.e., more
parity bits are required for transmission). Fortunately,
this increased bit rate can be partly eliminated: the parity
bits fully connected to 0 bits of the KBs could be dis-
carded during the accumulation of parity bits in the
LDPCA encoder. As shown in Figure 6, three parity bits
KBs

Buffer

Zero blocks
/WZBs

BMMs

Intra encoder

Video 
input

Adaptive 
block-mode

decision

Feedback cha

LDPCA
encoderDCT

DVC encoder

Quantizer

16 bands

CRC
encoder

Figure 4 Proposed DVC architecture with TGOB structure.
(dash squares in the second column) completely con-
nected to the 0 bits from KBs are neither accumulated
during encoding nor sent to the DVC decoder. Addition-
ally, the inserted 0 bits will also yield a faster convergence
of channel decoding due to the exactly correct side infor-
mation at the decoder provided by the received BMMs
(see next subsection). In our DVC system, the CRC bits
for each bit plane are also multiplexed with the LDPCA
bitstreams to verify the correctness of channel decoding
convergence.

3.3 TGOB-based DVC decoder
At the DVC decoder, the intra-coded bitstream for KBs is
first decoded and then sent to the decoded KB queue.
With the received parity bits and the side information gen-
erated from the decoded KBs, DCT coefficients of WZBs
can be decoded bit plane by bit plane by the LDPCA de-
coder. The reconstructor is used to reconstruct DCT coef-
ficients from the decoded bit planes and de-group the
bands before the 4 × 4 inverse DCT transform (IDCT) is
applied. The reconstructed KBs and WZBs are finally com-
bined, according to BMMs, to form consecutive frames of
a complete video sequence. The details about DVC decod-
ing are described as follows.
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outputReconstructor
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/CRC
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3.3.1 BMM queue
BMM for each frame is received and stored in the
queue, where it can be accessed by the LDPCA decoder
and the multiplexer MUX to realize LDPCA decoding
and to complete the whole frame reconstruction, re-
spectively. Moreover, with the guidance of BMMs, each
TGOB can be identified with a leading KB possibly
followed by several WZBs (might be 0). Side information
generation for WZBs within a TGOB can then be car-
ried out based on the interpolation between the leading
KB and the next KB that follows.

3.3.2 Side information generator
Against the traditional DVC decoder which is based on
MCTI techniques [5,6] for side information generation, a
simple bilinear interpolation [21] technique is adopted here
to estimate WZBs based on two decoded KBs. Since each
WZB needs its two bounding KBs for side information
a b

Parity 
bits

Accumulated
bits

Source
bits

Intra

Intra

Intra

WZ

Intra

Intra

Intra

WZ

Figure 6 LDPCA graphs for (a) encoding and (b) decoding with
partial accumulated bits.
generation, a buffer (the decoded KB queue in Figure 4)
of 2 ⋅UTGOB − 1 frames is required at the decoder.
When a WZB of the current frame is considered for
reconstruction, the temporal positions of its two bound-
ing KBs are known from the received BMM, by which
decoded KB data can be accessed from the buffer and side
information can be calculated. In our system, simple bilin-
ear interpolation makes the complexity of the DVC de-
coder much reduced, thanks to the dynamic TGOB
structure which ensures content similarity between two
bounding KBs for any considered WZB.

3.3.3 CNM
In general, a good CNM can reduce the parity bit rate
and achieve a higher compression ratio. Therefore, the
establishment of an accurate CNM at the decoder is crit-
ical for the performance of a DVC system. Laplacian dis-
tribution is one of the most common CNMs adopted in
DVC systems [4] to model the residual r between the
original WZB and the corresponding side information
block (SIB). In this paper, a similar Laplacian model is
adopted for the statistics of each DCT coefficient c with
mean μ, which is expressed as

p cð Þ ¼ α

2
e−α⋅ c−μj j;

c u; vð Þ ¼ DCT r x; yð Þð Þ and
r x; yð Þ ¼ WZB x; yð Þ− SIB x; yð Þ:

ð3Þ

We need to estimate the coefficient-wise α at the de-
coder, without knowing the original WZB. An approxi-
mation is to estimate r as the half of the difference
between two bounding KBs, KBfront and KBback, i.e.,

r̂ x; yð Þ ¼ KBfront x; yð Þ−KBback x; yð Þ� �
=2: ð4Þ

A 4 × 4 DCT is then applied to the estimated residual
blocks r̂ x; yð Þ , where WZBs are identified, to obtain the
estimated coefficients t̂ u; vð Þ . To estimate the Laplacian
parameter α̂ from ĉ u; vð Þ samples, the method in [4] is
adopted and rewritten as below:

α̂k u; vð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=σ2k

q
; Dk u; vð Þ½ �2 ≤ σ 2

kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

Dk u; vð Þ½ �2
s

; Dk u; vð Þ½ �2 > σ 2
k

;

8>><
>>:

ð5Þ

Dk u; vð Þ ¼ ĉ u; vð Þj j−μk ; ĉ u; vð Þ ∈ kth band ð6Þ
where μk and σk

2 are mean and variance of ĉ u; vð Þj j 's in
the kth band for all WZBs of the current frame. Dk(u,v)
measures the deviation of the coefficient ĉ u; vð Þ from
the corresponding band mean. If [Dk(u, v)]

2 ≤ σk
2, ĉ u; vð Þ



Table 2 Configurations of GOP size, UTGOB, and (QM, QP)
quantization parameter pairs for DISCOVER and
proposed schemes
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is considered as an inlier coefficient and σk
2 is used

to compute α̂ . Otherwise (i.e., ĉ u; vð Þ is an outlier),
[Dk(u, v)]

2 is used instead.

Sequence Foreman Hall monitor Soccer Coastguard

GOP 2 8 2 2

UTGOB 9 10 2 2

QM1

QP (DISCOVER) 40 37 44 38

QP (proposed) 35 29 33 34

QM2

QP (DISCOVER) 39 36 43 37

QP (proposed) 32 28 31 30

QM3

QP (DISCOVER) 38 36 41 37

QP (proposed) 31 28 31 30

QM4

QP (DISCOVER) 34 33 36 34

QP (proposed) 30 27 30 27

QM5

QP (DISCOVER) 34 33 36 33

QP (proposed) 30 27 30 27

QM6

QP (DISCOVER) 32 31 34 31

QP (proposed) 29 26 29 26

QM7

QP (DISCOVER) 29 29 31 30

QP (proposed) 26 23 27 26

QM8

QP (DISCOVER) 25 24 25 26

QP (proposed) 25 21 25 25
3.3.4 LDPCA decoder
Based on the requested parity bits transmitted from the
encoder and the received BMM, each bit plane can be
decoded with reference to the side information and the
CNM characterizing the statistical dependency between
WZBs and corresponding SIBs. This decoding process
considers not only the parity bits, the temporal charac-
teristics, and the already decoded bits in the more sig-
nificant bit planes, but also those 0 bits contributed by
KBs and indicated by BMM. Note that more KBs in a
frame actually lead to more efficient LDPCA decoding,
thanks to the reliable side information contributed by
KBs. As mentioned in Figure 6a, parity bits fully con-
nected to the 0 bits of KBs are neither accumulated nor
transmitted. Hence, to realize LDPCA decoding with a
regular size, these non-transmitted bits should be recov-
ered by inserting 0's into right positions according to the
received BMM, as illustrated by the dashed hexagon in
Figure 6b. Moreover, transmitted parity bits which are
partly connected to 0 bits of KBs are helpful for fast
convergence in decoding. For example, the first accumu-
lated parity bit, denoted as the first hexagon shown in
the second column of Figure 6b, is connected to one
WZB bit and three KB bits. Due to reliable 0 bits from
KBs, determination of the WZB bits becomes easier dur-
ing message passing iterations. Finally, CRC bits are used
to confirm the convergence of LDPCA decoding.

3.3.5 Reconstruction
After the bit planes of the quantized DCT coefficients are
decoded, the statistical CNM (estimated by the techniques
mentioned in Section 3.3.2, i.e., α̂ ), the corresponding
interval [l, u) (indicated by the decoded quantization level
q′), and the side information x′, used in the LDPCA de-
coding, are also exploited for optimal reconstruction of
DCTcoefficients in the sense of minimum mean square er-
rors (MMSE) [24]. Each DCT coefficient in a WZB can be
optimally reconstructed as x̂opt by Equation 7:
x̂opt ¼ E
�
x
��q′ ; x′ � ¼

l þ 1
α̂
þ u−l
1−eα̂ u−lð Þ ;

x′ þ
x′−l þ 1

α̂

� 	
e−α̂ x′−lð Þ− u−x′

�
2−e−α̂ x′−lð Þ−e−α̂ uð

u−
1
α̂
−

u−l
1−eα̂ u−lð Þ

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
4 Simulation results
Four test sequences, including ‘Foreman’, ‘Hall monitor’,
‘Soccer’, and ‘Coastguard’ of QCIF format at 15 Hz, are
used to evaluate the performance of the proposed DVC
scheme in terms of R-D behavior and temporal flicker
after reconstruction at the decoder. The experiments were
x′ < l

þ 1
α̂

	
e−α̂ u−x′ð Þ

−x′ Þ x′∈ l; u½ Þ

x′≥u

ð7Þ



Table 3 Quality gains (in BDPSNR) for the proposed DVC
scheme with new BMD against other DVC schemes

Foreman
(dB)

Hall monitor
(dB)

Soccer
(dB)

Coastguard
(dB)

DISCOVER 0.61 2.85 2.19 −1.45

Proposed with
original BMD

−0.04 −0.06 0.16 −0.03

H.264/AVC Intra 0.55 7.18 0.04 −0.28
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performed on a PC platform with an i7-2600 3.40-GHz
CPU and 6 GB RAM. The classified KBs are intra-coded
by H.264/AVC reference software (JM15.1). The bit rates
and the peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) are averaged
over the whole sequence including KBs and WZBs. Param-
eters in our proposed WZ coding scheme include the fol-
lowing: upper bound (UTGOB) of the TGOB size and
thresholds for TD in Equation 1 and σ2 in Equation 2,
namely Tt and Ts. Values of Tt and Ts were experimentally
obtained and set to 1,000 and 10, respectively. An increase
of Tt or a decrease of Ts will cause a decrease of KB per-
centage (or an increase of WZ percentage), which would be
more suitable for sequences of stationary and simple con-
tent (e.g., indoor video surveillance applications). To make
the performance comparisons fairer, the GOP size (2 ~ 10)
for the DISCOVER system is determined by optimizing the
coding efficiency for each individual sequence. Similarly,
our proposed scheme also optimizes UTGOB (2 ~ 10) of the
TGOB size for each individual sequence. Configurations of
QPs for KFs/KBs at specified QMs for WZFs/WZBs to
achieve variable bit rates and values of selected GOP size
and UTGOB are listed in Table 2 for comparison be-
tween DISCOVER and proposed schemes.
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Figure 7 Comparisons of R-D performances for (a) Foreman, (b) Hall m
4.1 Comparison on R-D performance
R-D performances of several coding schemes are compared
in Figure 7. We apply the Bjøntegaard delta metric (BJM)
to reveal the quality gain [25] against the DISCOVER sys-
tem [22], which is known to use a frame-based transform-
domain DVC scheme. Table 3 shows that our proposed
scheme has Bjøntegaard delta PSNR (BDPSNR) gains by
0.61, 2.85, 2.19, and −1.45 dB for the sequences Foreman,
Hall monitor, Soccer, and Coastguard, respectively. Note
that the higher the temporal dependency is (e.g., the static
sequence Hall monitor), the more the quality gain we have.
Moreover, our scheme also outperforms ‘H.264/AVC Intra’
(equivalent to ‘Proposed U1’ and ‘DISCOVER GOP1’) for
b

d
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onitor, (c) Soccer, and (d) Coastguard sequences.



a b
Figure 8 Reconstructed frame #17 in Hall monitor with (a) DISCOVER scheme and (b) the proposed one.
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all sequences except Coastguard. It is found that our DVC
scheme is not beneficial to the encoding of highly dynamic
video, where most of the image blocks are classified as KBs
(see the next paragraph for statistics). Fortunately, a highly
dynamic video is rare in realistic DVC applications.
The percentages of KBs for the proposed scheme are

found to be 91.11% (Foreman), 29.77% (Hall monitor),
96.57% (Soccer), and 98.17% (Coastguard), which are
higher, by 10.35%, 1.93%, 4.12%, and 3.38%, than when
the original BMD [21] (without double-KB instance) is
adopted. This increase in KB percentages, though possibly
increasing the bit rates, results in a comparable BDPSNR
performance (see Table 3), all thanks to the accurate and
improved side information generation by forcedly inserting
KB1. Combining the above KB percentage statistics,
QM/QP configurations in Table 2, and PSNR figures in
Table 3, it is deduced that intra-coded KBs do not neces-
sarily enhance or degrade the coding efficiency, but the
proper mode switch that determines the accuracy of side
information and thus the coding efficiency.
Later, we will show that temporal flickering artifacts

are further reduced with the new BMD proposed in the
current system. For visual quality, the appearance of
the passerby in Figure 8 obtained based on the pro-
posed scheme is much clearer than that obtained based
on DISCOVER, especially around the moving object
boundaries.

4.2 Comparison on temporal flicker
4.2.1 Temporal flickering reduction by enlarging GOP size
Temporal smoothness is a key factor for the human visual
system to evaluate the visual quality during the playback of
Table 4 Flickering reduction for Hall monitor encoded by DIS

QM1 QM2 QM3

GOP2 1,557 1,467 1,470

GOP8 533 636 637

Flickering reduction 66% 57% 57%
a video sequence. Generally, a decoded video sequence
with lower flicker is more preferable, whether for conven-
tional video coding schemes or DVC schemes. In particu-
lar, a DVC scheme will suffer from quality unbalance and
thus annoying visual perception between KFs and WZFs
if the quantization parameters are not well chosen. The
DISCOVER system suggested eight quantization param-
eter pairs (QM, QP) for WZFs and KFs according to heur-
istic experiments which target at maximizing the R-D
performance while keeping image qualities of the WZFs
and KFs similar. Even though the reconstructed WZFs
and KFs have similar PSNRs, it is not guaranteed to have
low flicker while playing the decoded video sequences. In-
tuitively, flickering artifacts can be reduced if the coding
mode switch is kept less frequent [26]. This can normally
be accomplished by choosing a larger GOP size.
The sum of squared difference (SSD) metric proposed

in [27] can fairly evaluate the temporal fluctuation of the
decoded video sequence, as recalled in Equation 8:

SSDf ¼ 1
card Ið Þ

X
x;tð Þ∈Ii

et xð Þ−e′ t xð Þ½ �2

I ¼
n
Ii
���X
x∈Ii

et xð Þ½ �2 < τ; 1≤ i≤N
o
;

et xð Þ ¼ f t xð Þ−f t−1 xð Þj j
e′ t xð Þ ¼ f ′ t xð Þ−f ′ t−1 xð Þj j

ð8Þ
where ft(x) and ft-1(x) represent the values of the xth
pixel in the tth and (t-1)th frame of the original video se-
quence, respectively, et(x) represents the difference of
COVER with a larger GOP size

QM4 QM5 QM6 QM7 QM8

1,078 1,078 880 812 558

557 557 512 519 426

48% 48% 42% 36% 24%
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Figure 9 Comparisons of rate-flicker performances for (a) Foreman,
(b) Hall monitor, and (c) Soccer sequences.

Table 5 Comparisons on measures of flickering intensities for

Proposed DVC with original BMD

Bit rate 150 205 235 261 265 299 390

SSD (proposed) 543 465 444 416 416 378 346

SSD′ (DISCOVER) 762 857 752 661 646 567 432

ΔSSD (%) 29 46 41 37 36 33 20

Average (%) 32%
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co-located pixels between adjacent frames, and f ′ t(x),
f ′ t − 1(x), and e ′ t(x) have similar meanings, but de-
fined for the reconstructed video sequence. Ii denotes
the ith stationary block satisfying low-motion check with
a threshold τ, N denotes the number of static blocks in a
frame, card(I) represents the cardinality of the set I, and
SSDf stands for the flickering intensity between ft(x) and
ft-1(x). Note that blocks of higher motion activity are ex-
cluded for flickering calculation by choosing τ = 500 (as
suggested in [28]) in our system.
To verify the influence of the GOP size on temporal

fluctuation, the sequence Hall monitor is encoded by the
DISCOVER codec with two GOP sizes, namely 8 and 2.
Table 4 lists the flickering values of the reconstructed
video, showing that up to 66% of flickering reduction can
be achieved for low-quality video encoded with QM1 and
GOP8.

4.2.2 Performance comparison on temporal flicker
In Figure 9, the rate-flicker performances for (QM, QP)
pairs configured as in Table 2 are measured according to
the SSDf definition in Equation 8. The flickering reduc-
tion is defined as

ΔSSD ¼ SSD′−SSD
SSD′

� 100%; ð9Þ

where SSD is the flickering value at a given bit rate for
the proposed scheme and SSD′ is the flickering value for
DISCOVER which is interpolated/extrapolated at the same
bit rate. Flickering evaluation does not apply to Coastguard
since it contains highly dynamic content and none of the
blocks satisfies the low-motion check in Equation 8.
Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the flickering reduction ΔSSD for
the rest of the sequences. Our proposed DVC scheme with
new BMD obviously outperforms DISCOVER, where the
flickering reductions in average are 39%, 33%, and 51% for
Foreman, Hall monitor, and Soccer, respectively. Besides,
further flickering reduction is also verified for the new
BMD with respect to the original BMD.
Our proposed DVC scheme presents fine coding mode

(KB or WZB) granularity in both the temporal and spatial
domains, hence resulting in a highly temporal smoothness,
compared to the conventional frame-based schemes. In
Foreman against DISCOVER at eight given bit rates

Proposed DVC with new BMD

450 165 223 255 282 286 320 419 474

297 463 374 339 343 343 303 275 259

341 765 794 680 592 587 536 389 306

13 39 53 50 42 42 44 29 15

39%



Table 6 Comparisons on measures of flickering intensities for Hall monitor against DISCOVER at eight given bit rates

Original BMD New BMD

Bit rate 91 103 107 123 127 147 178 231 99 112 116 132 136 157 190 243

SSD (proposed) 350 349 349 347 347 338 331 319 347 343 343 342 342 332 327 314

SSD′ (DISCOVER) 556 539 533 513 514 516 482 426 544 526 520 515 517 505 470 413

ΔSSD (%) 37 35 34 32 32 35 31 25 36 35 34 34 34 34 30 24

Average (%) 33% 33%
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particular, the dynamic TGOB structure is capable of
adapting the DVC system to varying video content so
that the KB/WZB mode switch only occurs at regions
of scene change or high motion. Our new BMD, introdu-
cing the double-KB instance, ensures that two bounding
KBs of each WZB are similar in content and thus is seen
to have an improvement against the original BMD in terms
of flickering reduction.

4.3 Complexity analysis for DVC encoder
It is obvious that our proposed block-based DVC scheme
is beneficial in the reduction of decoding complexity since
MCTI at both encoder and decoder sides can be avoided.
The overhead of BMD that brings this benefit needs to be
further analyzed at the encoder. First, we measure the time
needed to perform intra-encoding, WZ encoding, and
BMD, all for full-frame unit, and denote them as α β, and
γ, respectively. Assume that the average percentage of KBs
in a frame is ρ. The encoding time for a frame for our pro-
posed scheme can be expressed as

Tproposed ¼ ρ⋅αþ βþ γ: ð10Þ
Note that full-frame LDPCA coding is performed even

if our scheme is block-based. On the other hand, for the
conventional frame-based DVC scheme, the average en-
coding time for a frame is estimated to be

Tconventional ¼ α key frame
β WZ frame

or Taverage
conventional ¼ 0:5⋅αþ 0:5β:



ð11Þ

Note that Equation 11 is estimated by assuming a
GOP size of 2. According to experiments on our PC
platform, WZ encoding actually has a lower complexity
Table 7 Comparisons on measures of flickering intensities for

Original BMD

Bit rate 159 204 208 234 238 271 337

SSD (proposed) 560 548 548 551 548 472 461

SSD′ (DISCOVER) 1,095 957 960 975 978 997 881

ΔSSD (%) 49 43 43 43 44 45 46

Average (%) 44%
than intra-coding (β = 0.2647α) and the overhead caused
by BMD is extremely low (γ = 0.0023α). From Equation 11,
it is obvious that there is a significant fluctuation (switch-
ing between α and β) among frames in computing load
for the conventional frame-based system. Contrarily,
load fluctuation of our proposed system depends on
the variation of KB percentage ρ, which is small com-
pared to |α − β|/α ≈ 0.7353 associated with the traditional
DVC encoders. Loading fluctuation between two succes-
sive frames incurs difficulties in designing a stable frame-
based DVC encoder.
For the average computing load, our scheme is mea-

sured at ρ ⋅ α + β + γ = (0.2670 + ρ) ⋅ α for one frame,
while the conventional DVC encoder is measured at
0.5α + 0.5β = 0.6324α. That is to say, our scheme will
have a lower average complexity when the KB percentage
ρ is below 36.54%. Recalling from the prior statement in
Section 4.1 where ρ = 91.11%, 29.77%, 96.57%, and 98.17%
for the four test sequences, our scheme has a lower com-
puting complexity for the Hall monitor. For the other three
test sequences, our scheme, though having a higher com-
plexity, is beneficial in less loading fluctuation. Theoretic-
ally, to lower down the complexity, the two thresholds Tt

and Ts of our scheme can be further fine-tuned.

5 Conclusions
The proposed DVC scheme based on a dynamic TGOB
structure obviously adapts our system to varying video
content and achieves less flickering artifact while maintain-
ing high coding performance. The encoder in the proposed
DVC system assesses the spatial-temporal properties (i.e.,
TD and σ2 in Equations 1 and 2) of each image block to
dynamically determine suitable modes (KB/WZB) for en-
coding. This fine granular, accurate, and dynamic mode
Soccer against DISCOVER at eight given bit rates

New BMD

430 160 206 209 232 235 267 334 426

319 477 457 457 467 467 491 428 433

717 1,090 958 960 974 976 996 886 723

36 56 52 52 52 52 51 52 40

51%
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switch based on blocks also simplifies side information
generation at the decoder, resulting in a simple bilinear
interpolation from two bounding KBs for each WZB. Fur-
ther analyses reveal that our block mode decision, though
might increase the computing load slightly, actually results
in a less loading fluctuation along the encoding process.
Experimental results show that R-D performance is en-
hanced and temporal flickering artifacts are reduced
significantly, compared to the well-known DISCOVER sys-
tem. However, our DVC design is not suitable for videos of
high dynamics like Coastguard. In that case, all intra-
coding could be conducted instead.
To further advance the R-D performance of this TGOB

structure, block mode decision based on R-D optimization,
instead of the threshold-based rule, can be considered.
This R-D optimization, however, should be simplified and
effective so that encoder complexity will not be increased
too much. A research based on three or more modes (i.e.,
more than KB and WZB) is also ongoing, aiming to further
enhance the R-D and flickering performances.
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